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The first thing I’ll mention is we have just announced a partnership with Z/Yen, to produce a
set of services which will give people easy access to the emissions trading markets, both the EU
standard and the UK standard. So over the next few months we’re actually going to stand up some
technology, so that when have something to offset, you could call a set of APIs to basically buy
carbon directly from the UK and the EU markets at your preference, and actually retire those carbon
credits then and there. There are systems like that which are in play for different kinds of tokenised
carbon products, which you see being produced by a lot of folks in the blockchain market; this is
going to provide the same sort of ease of use, but it will be going directly to the main international
and national carbon markets. The details of that are on the Z/Yen blog, and I’ve just tweeted them
out from the Mattereum account from my account. So we’re doing something concrete, it’s a nice
little step, and I think that will get integrated into a lot of products over the next year or two.

This is going to be a long trek, because what I’m going to try and describe is a fundamentally
new way the world can work. The world as it currently stands, there are a set of things that are just
the way they are, and that includes how we think about our relationship with physical goods. Does
anybody remember the sort of transformation that occurred when we started to get digital mapping
in cars and then on phones? I remember 20 years ago, somebody would invite you to a party in
some weird corridor of London, and you would carry a physical A-Z, and you’d be guessing about
bus routes to get there, and consequently you tended to only go to places that you knew, because
getting anywhere else was difficult. Then came the Maps, then came Uber, and now at this point as
long as you know roughly how far away some place is, generally speaking you never wonder about
where it is, the robots know that for you.
What I’m going to be talking about is a transformation like that and at that kind of scale for
our relationship with physical goods: the microphone clicker, the shoe, the bicycle, the car, the
house. Really, really deep into the fabric: what happens when you start using computers to assist
our ability to own and use physical matter as a category?

Mattereum itself comes out of me basically being a disaster relief guy. I kind of got religion
on this in 2002, and I cooked up a 30-year plan for handling hundreds of millions of climate
refugees. I’m not going to talk about that planning work, I’m not going to talk about the various
technologies that I’ve shipped towards that goal, but Mattereum is one of a series of things that are
pointed towards this goal. Because Mattereum’s structure is useful both for cutting carbon
emissions in the economy as it stands, but also, critically, for running a very, very tight supply
networks, for managing hundreds of millions of climate refugees. It starts as a developed-world
economy tool for reducing carbon, and increasing [~3] goods, but then it can also have disaster
relief applications on the same technology base, or a very similar one.
My background is basically after 9/11 I got very heavily involved in defence, security and
resilience, then in 2014 I left to join the Ethereum team, project-managed the launch of Ethereum,
then shortly after that started Mattereum, and here we are – that’s a fair summary. I should also
mention the book which you have in front of you, called The Future of Stuff [1], was written during
the pandemic, and it directly addresses a lot of the topics we’re going to talking about today, in
terms of transparency about our physical goods.

Let me namecheck here Bruce Sterling’s Shaping Things [2], that’s a very important book to
the Mattereum work. Bruce is one of our colleagues now, and that is another thing which is
massively worth reading.

The circular economy basically comes in multiple scopes. This doesn’t exactly fit the Scope
1, Scope 2, Scope 3 carbon emissions, but it’s pretty close. The majority of thinking on circular
economy is Scope 3 circular economy: you take your plastic object, you throw it into the trash, it is

taken away to a recycling centre, they melt it down, then they turn it into another piece of plastic
which you buy in a shop and you take home, and you use it and you throw it in the trash. So the
goods are going all the way back out into the remanufacturing process, and they’re coming all the
way back in again, and that long loop means you’re paying to manufacture them again, and you’re
paying to distribute them again, and you’re paying to haul the stuff out there in the first place. That
loop has a lot of friction on it, and one of the reasons that the circular economy has gotten off to a
kind of slow start, even though the idea is perfect, is because there is specifically so much friction
on that circular loop.
What we’re talking about here is a very low-friction version of the circular loop, where rather
than the goods going all the way around into remanufacturing back out again, you simply take the
laptop that you have replaced to your neighbour next door who buys it off you. You take the bicycle
that you’ve decided you had enough of riding, because it’s just cold and wet out there and it’s winter
and you don’t really want to bike in that, and you simply sell that bicycle to somebody younger and
fitter who decides they are going to bike this winter, and you just pass it on to them. That kind of
circularity, rather than the goods going into the trash and being torn to pieces, the goods are simply
handed to somebody that wants them. And in a world with eight billion people, a billion of whom live
in absolute poverty, there is always somebody that wants the stuff. We’re not short of mouths, we’re
not short of feet: why is it that we can’t just take the things which are useful, and pass them on and
pass them on and pass them on and pass them on? A lot of the answer to that is we can’t figure out
who wants them.
Has anybody seen these videos of the places in Africa, where the container-loads of used
clothes wind up after they’ve fallen out the back end of the charity shops, and about half of it is just
winding up in these enormous, gigantic hills of clothing? That’s not happening because nobody
wants to wear those clothes; it’s happening because the people in that specific city don’t want to
wear those clothes. If you put those clothes in the places where people do want them, they will go,
they will be used. Very little in this world is so broken that nobody wants it, given how much poverty
there is.
To be able to get this kind of circularity in place, what we have is a routing problem. “I have a
thing, I no longer want it. Could you figure out who wants or needs this most? And could you sell it
to them, or could you give it to them?” and for this we need an ontology of things, and we need an
ontology of needs, and we need some way of matching. This is all basically a data problem, and if
you solve the data problem, as digital mapping did for navigation, Mattereum will do for ownership, it
changes the relationship between people and things.

I think we have adequately covered the amount of rubbish in the world – it’s a lot.

Critical concept: in this vision of the world, nothing is ever made to be thrown away. This is
just absolutely the critical concept: when you buy something, the intention that you have is that you
will resell it. You might be reselling it to somebody that will then melt it down and recycle it and reuse
it and it will be used as a raw material, but for the vast majority of the stuff in this story, what’s going
to happen is that you will buy the thing, with an explicit plan for selling it again when you’re done

with it. “I buy the bicycle in spring, I anticipate selling the bicycle again in autumn, I accept that the
bicycle is worth a little more in spring than it is in autumn, but at the end of the day that’s the
cheapest way for me to own a bike, and in the next spring I will buy another bike.”
This model of everything you buy you intend to sell again, this would apply to furniture,
clothes, consumer electronics, transport vehicles, and the vast majority of the stuff that you actually
personally own is in one of those four categories, that’s just about all of our stuff. Every single one of
those things has dramatically inefficient, ineffective resale markets right now, the resale markets are
terrible. Has anybody ever sold anything on eBay? Is it not really time-consuming and annoying?
That right there, the time-consuming and annoying nature of selling things leaves us with a kind of
difficult quandary, because we wind up with huge piles of stuff that we don’t want, but it’s too much
trouble to sell it, it feels morally wrong to throw it in the trash, you feel like you’re losing too much
money if you give it to a charity shop, and so you wind up just leaving it, filling up a closet or an attic
or the back of a car. That problem is happening because capitalism has made it incredibly liquid and
easy to buy things, but it’s made it really, really quite difficult for individual consumers to sell them
again, and there are a number of obstacles on that path to being able to sell again. As a result,
when other people want to buy the thing that you have, you’re probably not putting on the market
right now, and as a result they tend to buy a new one, and now there are two: there’s the one
clogging up your attic, and there is the one clogging up their attic, and now we have two problems.
Getting rid of this asymmetry between buying and selling for individuals, this is kind of a
peer-to-peer decentralised vision. Rather than you buying the vast majority of your things from
stores, the idea is that you will buy new things when you need a new thing, but the rest of the time
you’re going to buy things second-hand, or you’re going to buy things that are fully embedded in this
model of circularity. And that is a tech problem: sort out the technology, sort out the marketplaces,
sort out the logistics, and it’s entirely possible to create a world in which things are bought and sold
and moved around just as easily from consumers to other consumers as from Amazon to other
consumers – it’s a circular economy, rooted in decentralised commerce.

Places where this is already done are international commodities markets. This is your
futures for steel or food, corn, all these massive things where one tonne of corn is much the same
as another tonne of corn, and there are very carefully-defined specifications which give you a sense
of how these two sets of wheat differ. “This wheat is a little damper than that wheat, it’s gone from
1.4% humidity to 2.3%, that means you have to use it a little sooner,” there are these kind of fine
variations that are well-documented, and the commodities markets run incredibly efficiently. If you
have something to sell that fits into the commodities framework, you have no problem of identifying
buyers for it – it just works.

On the other hand, we’ve got the goods which we are dealing with day to day, the things that
we own, and they are not at all like that. The biggest single economic drag is the thing we call the
doubt discount: you have a thing, you want to sell it, the person who buys it doesn’t believe you
when you say this thing is in great, new condition, they’re kind of like “Maybe it is, maybe you’re
lying,” they lowball the offer to you. You think the thing is worth $1,000, they think it’s worth $1,000,
they think there’s a 20% chance it’s broken and you’re not telling them, they offer you $800, and
then you think “I’m not going to sell this for $800, I know it’s worth $1,000, and I know that it’s not
broken,” and that asymmetry in information between the buyer and the seller causes the prices to
get pushed apart from each other. The seller has very good information and says, “It’s worth $1,000,
I’m not going to take a penny less,” the buyer is like “Maybe $800, maybe $1,000, maybe $800,
maybe $1,000, I don’t really trust this,” they depress the price, and the result is that the trade
doesn’t happen, and the seller is stuck with the illiquid stuff clogging up their closets again – this is
the hard path.
If we get equal information between the buyers and the sellers, it takes away the expectation
that they’re going to pay two different prices for the same object, and at that point you can have a
deal. “I think it’s worth $1,000, you’ve got excellent, third-party reviews that tell you that this object is
in great, new condition, it’s definitely worth $1,000,” you pay $1,000 for it, it leaves my basement –
problem solved. And all of the CO2 and other environmental damage that would have been done by
making another one, we got rid of all of that.

This question about resolving value uncertainty, although it seems like a kind of weird, boring
technical mechanical question, the actual fact of it is that the reason that we don’t have a circular
economy is value uncertainty. The reason that eBay and the charity shops and second-hand dealers
and antique dealers and used car dealers and all the rest of that, the reason that that system has
not solved consumer capitalism is because nobody can figure out the condition of the goods or what
anything is worth, and that’s literally the thing that is causing us to have these gigantic, avoidable
environmental footprints. It’s amazing when you bring it down to this level of simplicity, but it is
literally this problem of “I don’t want this anymore. Would anybody like it?” and if we could efficiently
solve that so I wasn’t losing so much value every time I sell the second-hand thing, all of these
problems dramatically reduce.

C2C e-commerce: literally, this is the question of how do we buy and sell things from each
other. The existing infrastructure for this is dramatically less efficient than the infrastructure for
buying new stuff, and the table stakes for solving that problem are enormous.

So, how do we solve this? Let us suppose that I want to sell this clicker to Anton. I wind up
with this thing because I accidentally took it home after a talk, and now it’s sitting in my basement
because I have no idea where it actually came from. Anton wants a clicker, but he’s got to figure out

whether this clicker works with his A/V setup. Question one, does this clicker work with his A/V
setup? Well, I don’t know anything about clickers, other than it came home with me by accident, he
doesn’t know anything about clickers, we’re just people that want to do talks and have performances
and do things with slide decks.
Somebody that knows about clickers is somebody from an A/V department at say university
or high school. That person sits at home, I send them a picture of the clicker and say, “Hey, will this
work with his setup?” and they say, “Yes,” or they say, “No.” If they say yes, they write a warranty. “If
you pay me 50 cents, a dollar, then if you send him the clicker and it doesn’t work with his setup, I
will pay you $12.50,” which is the cost of replacing the clicker. Now, that warranty, it’s not just a
warranty on the clicker, it’s a warranty about the context in which the clicker has value. “I know that
this thing is valuable to him because it solves his problem, even though it is not valuable to me.”
And this is the critical part: we are generating wealth by attaching information to objects.
I’m going to take that very slowly, because it is a weird concept: in my care, this thing is
useless because I don’t have the equipment that it plugs into. I can’t just send it to him, because he
doesn’t know if it works and he’s not going to buy it; I need somebody to add information to this
before the thing has value, and that person has specialised knowledge about clickers. So they take
the clicker, they verify it will work with his setup, immediately this has gone from being a worthless
junk to being worth $12.50, and at that point I sell it to Anton, and Anton takes it – have a clicker! At
that point, he doesn’t have to buy a new clicker, which involves mining oil to make plastic to cast into
a thing and so on, I have rid of this thing which was cluttering my house, and the kid in the high
school A/V department that gave me the expert opinion that the clicker will work with Anton’s rig has
just made 50 cents for a piece of knowledge that was right on the top of their head.
What we have here is an alchemical process: we take knowledge, which is currently not
being used to generate value, we take the goods, which are currently costing people money to
store, and we take unmet human need, and we alchemically combine these things. I am benefitted, I
got rid of the clicker and I made some money; the kid with the knowledge about the A/V stuff is
benefitted, they made some money for having expertise; and Anton has benefitted, because he
didn’t have to pay carbon and other taxes for generating a new clicker that actually, when actually
he could have had a used one and it would have been just fine. And that mechanism we call a trust
community, you have multiple parties: a buyer, a seller, and a set of independent experts. What
binds the trust community together is knowledge about an object, and financial interest in an object,
and the financial interest is represented as warranties and insurance. The buyer, Anton’s position,
buys the clicker, but they also buy the warranties associated with the clicker, and that’s how we bind
knowledge to matter to reverse entropy.
So rather than having this extraordinarily chaotic vortex behind the consumer economy,
where all of the stuff in the world is piled up in this enormous kind of junk pile, in basements and in
thrift stores and on eBay, rather than having this kind of entropic destruction of value because we
throw away the knowledge about things, and then the stuff is left as brute physical matter with no
intelligence, what we’re doing is we’re maintaining and upgrading the intelligence that we have
about physical objects, in a way that dramatically increases their utility and value. And this is literally
money from thin air, it’s wealth from thin air, because by rebinding an object to its story we take it

from the status as trash in the bottom of some bucket back into the position of being a product – it is
an elevation of physical matter.

And it’s done by arranging humans and knowledge and money in a way that, as the slide says,
enables the object to go where it’s most valued.
Now, let’s think about the categories here: we have clothes, we have furniture, we have
transportation vehicles, and we have consumer electronics; practically every single thing in this
room, other than the plants, is in one of those categories. So if we could do this for those four
categories, we can generate a circular economy, where it becomes possible to do things like match
chairs. You have three of a four-chair set, because the last chair got lost when you moved house,
you’d like the fourth chair. “I took a picture of it, it got scanned, somebody checked it against the
database, we identified other chairs which will match, somebody will sell you one of those chairs, it’s
only 75 miles from where you live, and a truck is going between those two locations in three days.
Do you want the chair? – Yeah, that would be great – thank you!” and everybody in that deal is
benefitted. Because what use is one chair of a matching set? Well, it’s way more valuable to me,
because I have the other three chairs, than it is to the poor person whose house its cluttering. And
that mechanism is basically reordering all of the physical matter in the world to generate value, by
putting the objects in the hands of the people that want them the most.

There we are: the Mattereum knowledge graph reverses entropy. It’s a really, really simple
idea, and if you carry it out competently and you get the details right, the world changes, as much as
it changed when we got digital mapping.

There are an enormous number of benefits from fixing a fundamental process like selling the things
that you no longer need. The benefits are universal, because the process of consumption is

universal. This stuff is metabolic, it’s core to what makes human beings human beings: making
things and exchanging things.
Durable goods: if we have goods which are going around this circular economy again and
again and again, you’re going to tend to buy things which are more durable, because if you buy
everything with the intention of one day selling it, you will get a much better price if the thing is in
good condition when you sell it. So you buy quality that will last, and when you sell it, you sell it for a
higher value than if you bought junk. I don’t know how old these jeans are, I don’t know how many
people had them before I did... Vintage denim on eBay seems to have peaked about 25-30 years
ago, and the denim made in that era never ages, it’s amazing! I have no idea how old this watch is, I
don’t know where it came from, I bought it from a friend who is a watch collector in London, I’ve
worn it, it could have had 10 owners, it could have had one... Probably it will work for another 50 or
100 years, probably won’t even need maintenance.
It just turns out that good stuff lasts forever, and if you don’t need it to be particularly shiny... I
mean, life is good, right? Do we really care whether these kind of objects... These chairs you’re
sitting on, do you care if that’s the first time somebody has sat in them? There are very few things
we’re really particular about, very few things we really care about. Like, you’re going to want new
socks, we understand that, but for everything else, particularly for fun things... If you want to go
skiing, or you want to take up roller-skating, do you need new roller-skates? No. I just need really
good quality, old roller-skates, I’m going to try it for three months, and if I don’t like them, I’m going
to pass them on... 151 people have tried these roller-skates, and they have been running perfectly
successfully since the 1980s.

Now, this raises some other questions. The critical thing about this is what about innovation?
If we’re going to have people continue to generate amazing, new things, we need to find a

mechanism which allows people to continue to innovate while we’re in this kind of circular economy
paradigm. And the way that that works is at very top-end you have pros, sometimes you call these
folks prosumers, that’s another category, but you have the people who by definition want the
best-available thing. You’re a professional photographer, you want the best-available camera,
because if you don’t have the best-available camera, the shots that you take will look like you didn’t
have the best gear, and that will make you look like you’re an amateur. So at the top-end of these
circular marketplaces you have the entry point of the new goods, and the entry point of the new
goods is for the people that are going to extremes. They are the professional photographers, they
are the mountain climbers, they are the cross-country skiers, they are the bicycle racers, they are
the people that need to have the best stuff, because they are extraordinary driven by function, and
they’re pushing the equipment to its very limit. They need the greatest not because they are greedy;
they need the greatest because they’re pushing right to the limit of human performance, and at that
point the equipment enables them to reach further.
If you think about brands like North Face, North Face sell to the pros, at least that’s their
advertising. The vast majority of what they make is outdated technology, five-year-old machines that
produce Gore-Tex, which was really great five years ago and now is a little behind the curve. They
have a pro market where they sell stuff for $400, and a top-end North Face jacket has cost $400
forever, because this is the price the pros will pay for the best-available gear, and their tolerance to
put that money on the table hasn’t changed much over time, North Face charges it because they
can.
That approach continues to run unchanged; the difference is that rather than having a whole
bunch of machinery that is producing sort of long-out-of-date Gore-Tex, stuff that really nobody is
going to use if they have an alternative, but it’s being sold for cheap, all of that stuff becomes filled
with the gear which was pro gear five years ago. So you sell way more pro gear to the pros,
because they know that they’ll pay $400 for the jacket now, they will sell it for $375 in a year, and
they will buy next year’s pro jacket. So what we’re doing is we’re cutting the price for the pros to
acquire the very latest and greatest gear, but in return for that far more of the pros will upgrade
every single year and get every single upgrade.
So the projection here is an economy where pretty much the entire pro category for
whatever it is – musical instruments, posh cars, catwalk fashion, whatever it happens to be – the
pros will all upgrade every year, and they will start to make a living by having excellent taste. They
buy the new stuff, they sell it on in a year, if they bought something which everybody thinks is
amazing they’ll get a slightly higher price, if they brought something which is considered to be a
failed experiment they’ll get a slightly lower price, but they will continue to be able to subsidise their
purchase of the best-available stuff effectively, because the second-hand markets will take up the
slack. So if I’m North Face or Apple or Canon or Nikon or any one of these brands, if I’m Porsche or
BMW or Fiat or whatever it is, what happens is that every year I sell a lot more of the high-end
product, and I service a lot more of the parts and maintenance and spares for the things which I
made 10 years ago which are now in continuous use, because we figured out how our second-hand
markets really work.
So the suggestion here is that the innovation engine not only continues to run, but it runs
faster and harder, and what we get rid of is the manufacturing of things which are kind of

substandard, because technology has moved on, and kind of nobody is coming in to fill in the gaps.
It’s a differently-structured market, but it is not a kind of circular economy which kills innovation, and
it’s not a kind of circular economy that kills mass production. Instead, rather than these amazing
goods that we’re making only really existing for a small, rich elite, that is constantly under financial
pressure to upgrade... Instead, what we’re doing is we are spreading the wealth, tier by tier by tier
by tier by tier. Because if the goods are durable and they age well, 15-year-old digital cameras that
run on AA batteries are being played with as toys by kids in Mexican towns. “Hey, it’s your fifth
birthday – have a digital camera! It cost $2.50, it’s really, really fun, and you’re five years old, and
maybe it will get broken, and maybe I can fix it, and maybe I can’t. – Hey, now I’m a five-year-old
with a digital camera! I am happy, I don’t care it’s 15 years old!” It kind of looks like a phone, it takes
pictures, I can’t call anybody... This is made of win. And when you’re a kid, do you care? I don’t
know how much Lego I had when I was a kid, but there was a lot of it, and I guarantee a lot of it did
not arrive in my house new – I never noticed.
And that question, do we need the new thing, or do we just need the thing... Imagine clothing
if it came in enormous fleet libraries in the cities. “There are 13,800 pieces of clothing in your size
available today, tomorrow it will be a different selection because some things would have been sold
into the pool, and some things would have been bought out of the pool.” A constantly-shifting
panoply of things which fit you perfectly, because we’ve got digital sizing, and you could wear them
anytime you like,” and that as a model... More consumer choice, lower environmental footprint.
When was the last time you heard about a thing which was going to increase your quality of life, and
also dramatically cut your environmental footprint? It’s not a common model. I got very excited when
we figured this out, let me tell you, it made my little energy policy heart jump!

Then we get to the hows, now we’re going to do the gory technical bit. Using the blockchain
the right way: we took last week the Avalanche blockchain, which is probably the fifth largest

blockchain in the world, and we took it to net-zero. We talked to them about it, we told them that we
needed it to do our circular economy thing, we couldn’t do the circular economy thing on a
blockchain that wasn’t net-zero, and we basically were like “Please, please!” and they said, “Okay,
fine. It’s COP26, have your Christmas present early, we are now net-zero.” And they did it, they
bought the carbon offsets and, boom, they’re now net-zero.
That gives us a blockchain, and the reason you want a blockchain for this is you want the
data about the goods to last longer than the goods do. You want the data to be as permanent as
possible, because the data is what gives the goods the value in the second-hand markets. No data,
no second-hand sale, the thing becomes landfill, you take the environmental impact, everyone is
miserable; you have to keep the data alive. If I have 300 bicycles made from some little bicycle
startup which then folds out in year three, they made great bikes, they couldn’t make a living doing
it, the bikes are now second hand, all of the engineering data about the bikes is perfectly alive on
the blockchain, even though the original manufacturer is gone. That’s why we use a blockchain, one
of the several reasons – publication of what something is, durable recordkeeping.

Change of ownership: if we have kind of digital tags on these objects, and we have a
partnership with a very nice digital tag company, then when the objects change hands, we always
know who the owner is, and that really helps figure out whose property is what, if you’re turning
these over at a very, very accelerated rate.
Guaranteed payments: again, all of these systems where you have a third party in the trust
community who is adding value to the object by telling you about it and giving you its attributes, they
have to be paid, and they have to guaranteeably be paid, because the legal warranty that they’re
selling is not going to kick into place until the payment has gone to them and it’s guaranteed. So
because we’ve got these very, very hard records of ownership, that allows us to make sure that we

have constant legal coverage for the information about the objects. It protects us from errors where
somebody has credit card chargeback happen because they made a payment that didn’t work, then
they lost their warranty on the deal, then the goods went through the process and they bought
something that they had no insurance on. Permanent payment is really important.
Finally, dispute resolution: all of the facts about all of these transactions are stored on-chain,
and the result of that is that the system is constantly prepared for litigation. You do a transaction,
something goes wrong, you make the claim on the warranty, if there is a dispute with the person
offering the warranty you can immediately go in and figure that out – it’s a very, very powerful
mechanism.

The final part is how do we get involved. The platform is live today. We built the first version
of the platform for handling appreciating assets: antiquities, fine art, collectibles, gold bullion, we’re
doing gold bullion... It’s a weird story, but we’re doing carbon offsets for the mining of the gold, so
you buy the gold as an NFT, it comes with carbon offsets – very clean system.

It’s up and running right now, it uses the OpenSea system, which is the absolutely standard way of
buying and selling NFTs. We also just took it on to a platform called Polygon, previously called

Matic, so we’re now able to issue these things on an L2 solution which has low transaction costs,
low carbon emissions. The version which is running on Avalanche I think is probably three months
out, might be less – yeah, that’s a long story!

The asset passport itself is a series of legal warranties committed by different people. That’s the
trust community structure, it’s called an asset passport, each page of the asset passport has a
different set of information guaranteed by a different party... I just mentioned the gold with the
carbon offsets, we covered that...

And basically, what happens if you run this kind of circular economy is that the take-make-waste
economy begins to look like the oil or the coal economy. It’s just another outmoded artefact of
fossil-fuelled capitalism, where we ran the economy basically straight from the oil well or the coal
mine right into the garbage. And in that context, you don’t really want something like Amazon, which
is a one-way economy that basically has just accelerated take-make-waste; what you want is a
system in which there is a genuine ability to get the goods around this circular economy.

So, that’s it, there you are – that’s how the world could work. [applause]
And the reason that we’re doing it this way is that I spent 20 years banging my head against policy,
when I was working in energy policy think-tanks and defence security and resilience contexts, and I
just could not find any way of getting government to change [~5]. 10 years ago I was a mask
activist: we had H5N1, it was the flu pandemic, it was extremely scary, and I spent a lot of time
banging my head on government’s door, saying, “Could we not get things like a national reserve for

masks done?” ~I had a site called Flu Code~, which was all about “Wear masks, masks are super
important!” 10 years later the pandemic arrives... The masks that you’re wearing are the masks
which are really, really, really well scientifically tested to prevent airborne infection spreading, they
have really good data to back them up! The cloth masks that we used to wear during the pandemic?
Not such great data, really not so effective!
So, this notion that market activism works, if you want to solve the problem you can do it
commercially, but you have to turn up and you have to get involved and you have to raise capital
[~4] capital and you have to build systems... I’m trying that because I kind of lost faith in the other
approach. So I’m kind of looking forward to our discussions, because, like, I have opinions – and on
that note I will stop!
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